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A mother told her baby's death was a lie.

A daughter rocked by her true identity.

A detective risking his life to protect them both.

When Irene Turner learns the incomprehensible--that the stillborn she delivered 28-years earlier is alive, she
takes the evidence to Major Crimes Detective Nate Paxton in Denver, Colorado. Nate can't believe that the
daughter stolen at birth is Kinsey Masters, a world-class athlete, raised by a prominent Denver family, and
the unattainable woman he's loved for years.

Irene, Nate, and Kinsey discover a sordid conspiracy, one that may get them all killed as they face past
betrayals and destructive revenge.

"Betrayed is a tightly-plotted, edge-of-your-seat ride with fresh, vivid characters. I could not put this book
down." -- Susan M. Boyer, Agatha winning author of the Liz Talbot Mystery Series

Donnell Ann Bell is an award-winning author of suspense novels, all of which have been e-book bestsellers.
Currently she is working on a new suspense series for Bell Bridge Books. Donnell and her husband live in
Colorado. You can visit her website at donnellannbell.com.
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From reader reviews:

Margie Turner:

Now a day people that Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources included can be true or not demand people to be aware of each details they get. How a lot more to
be smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading a book
can help folks out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Betrayed book as this book offers you rich
facts and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no doubt in it you
may already know.

Lauren Cook:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to examine a book. When you go
through a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your
knowledge, due to the fact book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on
what types of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read
education books, but if you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and
also soon. The Betrayed will give you new experience in reading a book.

Donald Jones:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you might have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Betrayed can give you a lot of buddies because
by you checking out this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than other make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? Let us have Betrayed.

Dorothy Penland:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This particular book Betrayed was colourful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Betrayed has many kinds or type. Start from kids until teens. For
example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on there. So , not
at all of book are generally make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose
the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading that will.
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